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SIMPLE AND SAFE

Sisis has designed storage frames for two of their 
most popular implements – the SisisVariseeder 
1300 and Sisis Osca 2 brush.

Storage	frames,	obviously,	have	advantages	
as far as Health & Safety are concerned but will 
also	make	handling	and	fitting	the	implements	
to the tractor simple and safe.  The implement 
can easily be positioned at the tractor linkage and 
attached with minimum effort. They can also be 
used to protect the implements during movement 
and	storage	around	the	depot	as	they	are	fitted	
with castor wheels for ease of movement.

   01625 503030  
www.sisis.com

INNOVATIVE ADDITION TO RANGE

Spaldings has announced the introduction of a 
powerful 12V 55-watt magnetic halogen work 
lamp. The lamp is designed for a variety of 
lighting applications and the magnetic base and 
360° swivel head provide the user with ultimate 
freedom to work in the darkest of conditions. 
This	high	performance	and	energy	efficient	lamp	
joins the ever-expanding range of Spaldings’ 
workshop lighting.

   01522 507 500 
www.spaldings.co.uk

NEW FAMILY OF POWER UTILITY 
EQUIPMENT

Ditch Witch has introduced a new family of power 
utility equipment. The new Zahn series consists of 
three	power	units,	the	R150	(15hp),	R230	(23hp),	
R300 (30hp) and a set of inter-changeable front 
ends that will revolutionise the industry. The Zahn 
series	have	been	designed	to	be	more	versatile,	
more	powerful,	more	productive	and	features	
articulated	steering	for	increased	manoeuvrability,	
enabling the front end to perform like a dedicated 
unit,	elevated	operator’s	platform	for	greater	
visibility,	traction	assist	and	cruise	control.	

   01792 895906 
www.ditchwitch.com

BRAINS AND BRAWN

Toro has launched the next generation of its industry-leading range of wide-area rotary mowers – the 
new	Groundsmaster	5900	Series	in	the	form	of	the	5900	and	5910	models,	which	boast	cutting	
widths of 4.9 metres.

Both	models	are	equipped	with	an	ultra-powerful	and	efficient	99hp	Cummins	turbo	diesel	engine,	
which	enables	them	to	mow	at	an	impressive	rate	of	five	hectares	(12.5	acres)	an	hour	–	that’s	one	
whole	hectare	(two-and-a-half	acres)	in	less	than	15	minutes!

   www.toro.com 
01480 226800

LOW EMISSION 

New	from	Echo,	is	the	PB-500	backpack	blower	
with	new	Stratified	Scavenging	engine,	ideal	
for	clearing	leaves,	litter	and	debris.	The	new	
PB-500 produces an incredible 1014m³/h air 
volume and a maximum air speed of 42.4m/
sec	using	the	newly	developed	50.8cc	stratified	
scavenging	engine	from	Echo,	with	significantly	
lower emissions.

A new design of fan and fan housing enables 
increased	air	speed	and	volume,	and	an	improved	
debris protector ensures that the air intake is fully 
protected	from	leaves	and	debris,	maximising	
airflow	capacity.

   www.countax.com
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CORDLESS ANGLE GRINDER INTRODUCED

Spaldings has extended their electrical tool range 
with	the	introduction	of	the	Hitachi	4	½”	disc	
cordless angle grinder. Weighing just 1.9kg the 
Hitachi	angle	grinder	is	lightweight	and	compact,	
easily	fitting	into	the	tractor	toolbox	for	in	the	field	
repairs and maintenance; where a corded tool is 
both impractical and limiting.

   01522 507 600 
www.spaldings.co.uk

NEW ARTICULATORS

Two new Articulator mowers have been introduced 
by	Lastec.	The	model	3300	is	a	light	weight,	fully	
articulating	five-deck	rotary	ride-on	with	zero	turn	
and a 2.4 metre cut. The new model can fold 
its	outer	decks	at	the	flick	of	a	switch	to	reduce	
transport width to a mere 78in.

   www.lastec.com

NEW FORMULATIONS CUT COSTS 

Headland Amenity has expanded two of its 
popular	fertiliser	ranges,	offering	the	customer	
a	wider	choice	of	cost	effective,	low	temperature	
performing products.

Multigreen 28-0-0+3MgO joins the well 
established	Multigreen	granular	fertiliser	range,	
(known for its longevity and consistent performance) 
featuring a 73% controlled release portion offering 
temperature-dictated release of nitrogen over 4 
to 5 months. 

The addition of sulphate of ammonia to 
this new formulation enhances the product’s 
early	season	fast-start	performance,	providing	
rapid green up and improved colour at low soil 
temperatures,	an	effect	that	is	further	assisted	
by the inclusion of magnesium.

Solufeed NK 15-0-25+MgO joins Headland’s 
water	soluble	range,	with	a	new	formulation	
combining sulphate of ammonia with potassium 
nitrate and magnesium. 

   01223 597834 
www.headlandamenity.com

NEW OUTFRONT MOWER

Equally	at	home	on	long	grass,	quality	sports	
turf	and	rough	roadside	verges,	the	new	Wessex	
ProLine	TGX	out-front	flail	mower	from	Broadwood	
International	is	designed	to	fit	all	popular	outfront	
power	units,	including	John	Deere,	Shibaura,	
Kubota,	New	Holland	etc.

As	well	as	cutting	grass	superbly,	the	ProLine	
TGX’s	flail	cutting	action	leaves	no	unsightly	grass	
swathing as occurs with rotary blade mowers. 
Clippings	are	spread	perfectly	evenly,	which	
is particularly important when mowing sports 
turf.

   www.broadwoodintl.co.uk 
01202 601050  

REGULATING RODENTS 

Spaldings has extended its rodenticide range 
to include two new rodent bait boxes. The new 
additions have been carefully chosen to explore 
the natural behaviour of both rats and mice and 
will offer further assistance in rodent regulation. 
The robust bait boxes have been designed for 
both indoor and outdoor use allowing for total 
treatment of an infested area. 

   01522 507 500 
www.spaldings.co.uk

MOSS PROBLEMS HIT FOR SIX 

From the DJ Turfcare stable of specialist products 
for the grounds care industry come two new 
products to eliminate moss from hard surfaces. 
DJ Turfcare has become distributor for two new 
products called Batimoss CR and Batiface.

Batimoss CR is a biodegradable solution for 
removing	moss,	lichen	and	algae	from	all	surfaces,	
including delicate and painted areas. 

Batiface is a powerful solution for quickly 
removing	moss,	lichen	and	algae	and	renovating	
most surfaces such as tarmac to ‘as new’ within 
minutes. This product is ideal for removing slippery 
moss on paths and hard surfaces.

   01483 200976 
email: sales@djturfcare.co.uk
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